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THEM AND US 

 
 

 Their main symbols are the Square and the Compasses, presented together, with interlocked arms, the 

star, the triangle and the number three. 

 Their legends are based on the stories relating the building of King Solomon’s Temple in Jerusalem 

and the fate of its Chief “Architect”, Hiram. 

 Historically, we can tangibly trace their origins to the Middle Ages. 

 They form a special type of Brotherhood, shrouded in Mysteries and global symbolism that permeate 

all of their secret rituals. 

 Since acceptance in their association, they progress through the three levels, or degrees, of an initiatic 

process, the third being fairly recent in their history. 

 They dispense a universal teaching, that contains material and spiritual aspects, but they remain, 

primordially, operative labourers. 

 Their specific meetings are held in special locations. 

 They recognize each other by proper secret signs, words and grips. 

 Amongst their attire, apron and sash distinguish them from common artisans. 

 Some people consider them as a kind of elite in their own field. 

 

THEM and US, we share a common ancestry in the old medieval guilds of Builders. 

 

Under certain skies, some of THEM can be found amongst our own ranks. One of them, a Master Carpenter, 

was indeed, a well appreciated member of my own Belgian Masonic Lodge, in Brussels. 

 

Today, they thrive, mainly in France, where they were born. But they are also very well present in Belgium, 

Germany, Switzerland, or countries as far away as Canada or the United States of America. 

 

They are the COMPAGNONS and their corpus is known today as the COMPAGNONNAGE.  

 

 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

 

At the time of the Crusades, Stonecutters and Carpenters who mastered the tracing of plans (le” TRAIT”, in 

French), a science revealed by the Cistercian monks, were considered as essential elements in the building of 

cathedrals.  

 

These specialised workers, united under the banner of a single body, the Compagnonnage. Since medieval times 

thus, some workmen called “Compagnons”, (sharing the same bread, CUM – PANIS, in latin), regrouped in 

lodges of builders, comprising exclusively MEN of the same stamp. Once the working site closed, at completion 

of their local duty, they were free to move to any new site demanding specialised workmanship.  

 

They were indeed beneficiaries of the “FRANCHISE”, the liberty of travelling from town to town, from region 

to region. On many of their documents and banners appear the three letters: L.D.P., for “Liberte De Passer” 

(Freedom of Passage), more often inscribed on the arches of a bridge.  As itinerants, they were therefore also 

called “Passants” or “Etrangers”, by the local people, wherever they decided to stop to exercise their skills. 

 

Very quickly, during these Middle Ages, different other trades, Tanners, Brewers, and many others, organized 

themselves in the same manner. 

 

During the reign of King Louis IX, in France, appear the first proves of workmen starting to “Travel France” 

(“Voyager la France”). Indeed, if the scot corporations of builders of the same period, were merely sedentary, as 

described in their “Old Charges”, the Companions were, on the contrary, principally mobile, real nomad people. 

They had vocation of travelling from workplace to workplace, and from town to town. That is why, in 1268, 

Etienne Boileau publishes his “Livre des Metiers”, in order to introduce some control on the numerous workers’ 

bodies. Two years later, significant Statutes stipulate clearly that:  

 

      (From now on) “It is forbidden to any workman to leave his present master or boss for another working 

place, without his express agreement”. 
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In March 1420, an edict of King Charles VI , written in old French, mentions that “Many Companions and 

workmen, such as  the shoemakers ( in Troyes ),  of different languages and nations, came and went from town 

to town, in order to learn or improve their knowledge  and discover always new skilled techniques from each 

other”.   

 

Sure, the Old Charges and other documents that survived until present time, provide us with information about 

operative grand Lodges of Stonecutters as in Scotland, and most importantly perhaps, the “Bauhutte”, a kind of 

federation of operative Lodges in the Germanic Roman Holy Empire. We have also records of the great 

meetings of Lodges held in Strasbourg (XIIIth and XIVth Centuries), or in Ratisbonne (1555). All these 

sedentary bodies are constitutive parts of the operative origins of today’s Freemasonry and are crucial in its 

initial history.  

 

But the itinerant part, of the same corpus, evolved thus into a slightly different organisation: the “DEVOIRS” 

that will later be named the Compagnonnage. 

 

From the XVIIth century on, its members had to suffer the hostility of the Catholic Church (Freemasons know 

quite well what that means!) that brought for instance the infamous condemnation in the Sorbonne, on the 14 

march 1655. Then, the Doctors of the Faculty rejected the Compagnons’ rituals and spirituality, for not being 

enough in strict accordance with the Catholic dogma. 

 

In 1685,as religious problems occurred with the revocation of the “Edict of Nantes”, many Compagnons, adepts 

of the Reform, leave the country of France. As a result of that division in their ranks, the newly exiled 

Compagnons will very soon form a new organisation called “Devoir de Liberte”, Devoir that will defend the 

noble principles of liberty of speech, liberty of thinking, and the right of a free assembly.At the end of the 

century, all the Devoirs decide to leave any clandestine character and to become real Unions, prepared to 

organize harsh strikes, in order to defend their privileges and specific interests. 

 

During the XVIIIth century, as the Compagnonnage became more and more pugnacious in that social field, it 

also experienced rivalry and even brawls and sometime real battles between the different Devoirs. (Mainly 

between the “Compagnons du Devoir”, recruting uniquely Catholic workers and the “Compagnons du Devoir de 

Liberte”, opening their ranks to Protestants and Free-thinkers).  

 

Luckily, most of the rival societies, when contesting for instance a town, instead of fighting each other, 

preferred more often to organise, a competition of masterpieces (“concours de Chefs d’Oeuvre”). Today, some 

of these miniature Masterpieces from another age, can reach unbelievable values in auction houses, all over the 

world. 

  

Each Devoir had its own “Champion” and the winner of the challenge won the right to settle down in the 

coveted town that became then known as “Ville du Devoir” or sometime “Ville Batarde”.  (Like Lyon, 

Marseille or Montpellier). 

 

On the 16
th

 Floreal 1804, according to the French revolutionary calendar, that is the 5
th 

May 1804 for us, the 

Devoir de Liberte, one of the two main Compagnonnic societies, established its first “CAYENNE” (mother 

house) in Paris. That body regrouped then different organisations having sometimes funny names, such as the 

“Etrangers”, the “Loups” (the oldest, according to tradition), the “Gavots”, or the “Indiens”. 

 

From 1884 on, workers’ Unions were entitled to freely establish themselves, without any governmental 

authorisation. In response to that, the creation in 1889 of a central unified Compagnonic body, the “Union des 

Compagnons du Tour de France des Devoirs Unis” could not stop the decline of membership in that 

organisation. These difficult times were thus the direct result of the apparition of those brand new politically 

orientated Unions, the progressive regression of craftsmanship and the mechanisation of the great industry. The 

railway also contributed to the disappearance of the traditional and ancestral pedestrian Tour de France. 

 

The two World Wars, that stroke Europe so badly during the XXth century, brought also very harsh times for 

the Compagnonnage.  In 1945, the two main surviving rival societies, the “Compagnons Charpentiers du 

Devoir” (Rite Soubise) and those of the “Indiens” of the “Devoir de Liberte” (Rite Solomon) decided to 

definitively join in a common corpus. That fusion gave birth, in 1953, to one of the most prestigious 

Compagnonnages in modern France. It is the “Federation Compagnonnique des Metiers du Batiment”, wise 

enough to leave all social and protesting struggle in the only hands of the politicised Syndicalism.  
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The Compagnonnage itself remains loyal to its original mission. It still teaches all of its members, that: “It is not 

enough to know how to manufacture an item, you also have to KNOW HOW TO CONCEIVE IT”. 

 

The final golden aim remaining, assuredly: “L’AMOUR DE LA BELLE OUVRAGE” (The love for a well 

finished work). 

 

We just mentioned different rites in Compagnonnage, f.i. Soubise or Solomon. They are each of them placed 

under the patronage of a historical or a mythic personage. The three legendary founders are: KING SOLOMON,   

for the “Devoir de Liberte”, whose members are indeed known as the “Enfants de Solomon” (the Children of 

Solomon), MAITRE JACQUES (Master James) and PERE SOUBISE (Father Soubise), for the “Saint Devoir 

de Dieu” or the “Compagnons du Devoir”. With these three prominent figures, the Compagnonnage asserts its 

triple origin: Biblical (with King Solomon), Chivalrous (with Maitre Jacques) and Monastic (with Pere 

Soubise). 

 

The first of the three concordant legends that support the whole Compagnonnage is intermingled with the story 

of the building of the Temple of Jerusalem, by King Solomon. It tells us about the murder of Hiram, Solomon’s 

chief architect, by three of his workmen who wanted to know the pass word of Mastership. There is also 

mention of a sprig of acacia found on the grave of the slain Master, tomb discovered by nine searching 

Compagnons! A tale that speaks to us! 

 

A more specific legend presents Maitre Jacques as one of the first artisans of Solomon and a colleague of 

Hiram. Born in Carte, Jacques would have learned to hew stones at the age of fifteen. He travelled to Greece 

and Egypt before arriving in Jerusalem. When he was thirty-six years old, he was appointed Master of all Stone 

Cutters, Carpenters and Masons, working at the building of the Temple. 

 

At the completion of the building of the Temple, Jacques left Judea, in the company of another Master, Soubise. 

The two men very quickly fell out and parted, Soubise landing in the French town of Bordeaux and Jacques in 

the Mediterranean port of Marseille. 

 

For three years, Jacques will be on the move, until retiring finally in the Hermitage of the Sainte Baume, in 

Provence. There, having been betrayed by Jeron, one of his disciples, he was killed by five murderers. His body 

was solemnly brought by the Compagnons to its resting place, near Saint Maximin. 

 

According to another legendary version, Maitre Jacques could be confounded with Jacques de Molay. The last 

Grand Master of the Knight Templars would have revealed some secret practices brought back from the middle-

oriental shores, to the European Masons, Stonecutters and Carpenters hired by the Order of the Temple. These 

artisans could thus have been at the real origin of the first constituted Societies of Companions. 

 

The third and last legend concerns Pere Soubise and is narrowly linked to the story of Jacques. After having 

been close friends, these two architects of the Temple of Jerusalem, quarrelled, and parted from each other. It 

might well happen that Soubise has actually been the instigator of the assassination of Jacques. 

 

Another account presents Soubise rather as a Benedictine monk, who collaborated with a certain Jacques Moler, 

called “la Fleche d’Orleans”, at the erection of the Cathedral “Sainte-Croix” in Orleans. 

 

All these legends were the unifying cement of the Devoirs that were firmly requesting from their members to 

always perfect their moral and operative qualities, by searching for more inspiration and teachings from 

different Masters. To achieve that goal, they had thus to move regularly from place to place, all around the 

country. About that initiatic voyage, a Compagnonic saying tells us that:  

 

“It is impossible to explain plainly the ‘TOUR de FRANCE’; it has really to be discovered personally, and only 

by experiencing it and living it through”. 

 

Without the “TOUR DE FRANCE”, the Compagnonnage would have no justification. Still today, the “noble 

voyager”, the “PASSANT”, wand in hand, proceeds with that initiatory journey, discovering at each stage new 

materials, new techniques and new Men. He participates, in that manner, in a secular method of education, that 

reveals to him true and unsuspected treasures and a fundamental great secret:  

 

“The human being carries in himself all the possible masterpieces”. 
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The journey lasted from two to seven years, according to the type of trade. The young man, already enriched 

with some skill, had obligation to go through a certain number of towns where the Devoir was duly established. 

He travelled alone, or in company of friends, on his shoulder his wand, to which was attached his pack of 

personal belongings, called the “malle a quatre noeuds”. 

 

Today, the TOUR is no more accomplished on foot, but the spirit and philosophy of the exercise remains the 

same as in the past. Many months of preparation and training are still required before taking the road for the first 

time, as an “aspirant” or an “affilie”.  Generally, the stages, in each town, last about six months. At the end, the 

“Chef d’Oeuvre” (the Masterpiece), crowning the “Reception” of the Compagnon, can only be submitted but 

after three, five, or even more years, of active membership. 

 

So, we have discovered herewith that there is thus in that society, a certain initiatic hierarchy, symbolically 

known as the three ages of the Compagnonic life. They are the level of “ASPIRANT” or “AFFILIE”, the level 

of “COMPAGNON RECU” and that of “COMPAGNON FINI”, each of them implying a very specific 

ceremony. Before starting to climb these degrees, the young workman, usually aged between fifteen and twenty 

one maximum, is still called “JEUNE HOMME” or “STAGIAIRE”. After an initial basic training, as we just 

saw it, he has than to prove to be worthy and meritorious enough to join definitively the Compagnonnage, by 

producing a little hand-made work, a miniature model. 

 

If successfully accepted, the “Jeune Homme” will undergo the Ceremony of “ADOPTION” or 

“AFFILIATION” that has no character of secrecy, but will provide him with serious approach and knowledge of 

the rules and regulations guiding the Compagnonnage. At the issue of that Ceremony, the “Jeune Homme”, 

invested with the title of “Aspirant” or “Affilie”(in the Devoir de Liberte),is now really entitled to enter his Tour 

de France. 

 

The second great step in the life of a young Compagnon, is the Ceremony of “RECEPTION”, during which he 

has to take the solemn oath of never revealing anything about that Initiation. Until fairly recently, the ceremony 

comprised real harsh moral and physical tests, at the end of which he was “Baptised”, receiving his 

Compagnonnic new NAME, made of two parts, one describing one of his most specific qualities, the other 

indicating usually the place or the region of his origin. He also received his “COLOURS” (as ribbons) and his 

“WAND”. Today, lucky enough, all that is much more peaceful and if the Receptions can vary according to the 

different Compagnonnages, they certainly do no more involve any dangerous physical tests. Rituals became 

more symbolical, including journeys, allegories, quotes, a.s.o.  And once again, quite assuredly, producing a 

hand-made personal “CHEF d’OEUVRE” remains an obligatory requisite. 

 

The “FINITION”, third stage of the Compagnonnage, never appealed to large numbers. Here again, another 

“Chef d’Oeuvre” has to be realised, and the “Compagnon Fini” receives his new“Colours” at the issue of a 

much more intimate secret ceremony.  

 

Let us precise that the Chef d’Oeuvre is not only a simple professional test.  It is, first of all, mainly a moral and 

a spiritual test. It represents a work accomplished with love and patience, made not for oneself, but for 

something that is beyond Man, it transcends the artisan himself. Having passed the exam of the critics, that work 

will then definitively end its life in the House of the Compagnons and enter thus into the same anonymity as did 

all the numerous previous hand-made marvels. What a fabulous lesson of humility! 

 

When a Compagnon was leaving a place during his Tour de France, the “CONDUITE EN REGLE” (the regular 

way of escorting) at the departure of a town, required from all the other members of the society to go a bit of the 

way with the departing.  At the gate of the city, having stopped and formed a double row to let him go through, 

they cheered and saluted with a vibrant “bon Voyage” the Compagnon, who was leaving without ever looking 

back. 

 

When his journey brought him into a new “town of Devoir”, the wandering Compagnon had first, to present 

himself to one of the local “MERE”, or “Mother”. The Mere is the only female person in the society, as the 

Compagnonnage has vocation of preparing none but Men.  An official document from 1540, found in Dijon, 

mentions already such a dedicated woman. 

 

The Mere,   usually an inn owner, provides mainly food and shelter to the young travellers who left their family 

for many years. Acting thus as a surrogate mother, she also combines the role of laundress, nurse, adviser and 

confidante. Chosen after some investigations proving her probity, her morality and devotion to duty, she is duly 
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and contractually “ACCEPTED”, or sometimes solemnly “RECEIVED”. She is nearly always the spouse or the 

daughter of a Compagnon, and she is for the association what the queen-bee is for the hive. 

 

When a Compagnon gets married, he passes under a honour vault of wands, when leaving the church or the city-

hall. Then, at the signal of three knocks struck by the wand of the “ROULEUR”, acting like a Director of 

Ceremonies, the Compagnons, wearing their “Colours”, form a great circle, the “CHAINE d’ALLIANCE” or 

“RONDE UNITAIRE”, surrounding in its middle, an Ancient, the Mother and the Rouleur. 

 

Symbolism is thus omnipresent in all aspects of the Compagnonic life. Together with its progressive system of 

secret initiations, it reminds us very strongly our own Masonic Order. Those of our Brethren who were lucky 

enough to assist, some months ago at the enactment of a European Ceremony of Initiation, presented by Barron 

Barnett Lodge, will most certainly have noticed how many common points are bridging these two antique 

Brotherhoods of Compagnonnage and Freemasonry. 

 

To finish, I would like conclude by quoting some meaningful Compagnons’ sayings that reflect fairly well their 

spirit and their philosophy: 

 

“Compagnons are free to practice the cult that suits them and to believe in their own personal political truth, 

but the Devoir is the “religion” of the Compagnonnage”. 

 

“The “Trait”, the art of outline drawing, is the alchemy of solids.  Numerals are related to Science, but the line 

is intimately linked to Initiation” 

 

“The art of the “Trait” has to be learned as a living process. It is not handed down through words, but through 

a practice based on the specific relationship between Master and Disciple, and not from teacher to student”. 

 

“In a Compagnonnage, it is the custom to claim that the “Compagnon Recu” knows his trade, but the 

“Compagnon Fini” knows, on top of that, the subtle essence of Men”. 
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